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Double reflexes of Proto-Bantu stops have been noted throughout the 

north-western Bantu area, including Guthrie's zones A, B, C and parts of 

zone D. The impression one obtains from the literature is that this phenome

non, usually referred to in terms of an original lenis/fortis contrast, does not 

occur outside of the northwest region. Bachmann (1989: 27), for example, 

states categorically with respect to Guthrie's PB *p that "[a]uBerhalb dieser 

Region mit 'fortis-lenis-Kontrast' sind die Lautentsprechungen fur *p 

regelmaBig und ohne Ausnahmen." ("Outside this region [i.e., the north

western area of Bantu] with 'fortis-lenis contrast', the sound correspondences 

for *p are regular and exceptionless."] Gerhardt (1986: 544), on the other 

hand, contends that "one can work in large parts of East and South Africa 

without encountering problems of the sort described in this paper [i.e., of 

double reflexes]", seemingly implying that there are languages with double 

reflexes in the eastern and southern regions. However, his subsequent 

questions - "What is left, if we take away all languages that show double 

reflexes of PB phonemes? Are we left (again) with Heine's 'Osthochland

gruppe'?" - make it clear that what he is saying is that double reflexes do 

not occur in these regions. 

While it is certainly the case that many languages in the eastern and 

southern regions do not (appear to) exhibit double reflexes of the PB stops, 

there are some that do - in fact, at least a dozen. Data from ten of these 

languages - five from the eastern region (one from zone F, two from zone G 

and two from zone J) and five from the southern region (one from zone M, one 

from zone P and three from zone S) - will be given to illustrate the different 

correspondences. 

These data are significant for two reasons. First, the presumed absence 

of the lenis-fortis contrast outside the northwest region of the Bantu sphere 

has been taken as evidence for a major genetic division between the north

western languages and all other Bantu languages (van Leynseele and Stewart 

1980, Gerhardt 1986, Bachmann 1989). That is, what would be a boundary 

between double-reflex and non-double reflex languages is treated as an 
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important isogloss separating the northwestern Bantu languages as a genetic 

unit separate from the remainder of the Bantu languages. In this paper I 

will show that double reflexes do, in fact, appear in languages of eastern and 

southern Africa, and that a distinctive isogloss separating the Bantu 

languages cannot be drawn based on the presence or absence of a lenis-fortis 

contrast. 

Bilabial reflexes 

Double reflexes of PB consor-ants are most readily observed in the bilabial 

consonants. In this section lexical items from languages in the eastern and 

southern regions will be compared, beginning with the eastern languages. 

Table 1 below lists cognate forms of PE *b in five eastern Bantu languages: 

Sukuma F21, Bondei G24, Hehe G62, Masaba J31 and Nande J42. 

Reconstructed Proto-Bantu forms (marked with an asterisk) are from Guthrie 

(1967-1971); lack of an asterisk indicates his common Bantu reconstruction. For 

some cognate sets there is no reconstructed PB form. However, since the 

correspondence patterns match those of reconstructed forms, they are included 

here with a tentative reconstructed form in parentheses. Only verb roots and 

some adjectives are incorporated into the list to avoid some of the sound change 

problems associated with nominal prefixes (cf. Bachmann 1986). 

Table 1 Reflexes of a lenis *'b in eastern Bantu 

Proto Sukuma Bondei Hehe Masaba Nande 
Bantu F21 G24 G62 J31 J42 

A *-ba 'be' -~i -wa -wa -~a -~ya 

*-bab 'singe' -~a~a [-mamula] -~e~a 

*-bad 'count' -~ala -waza -wala -~ala 

*-badl 'two' -~ili -i di -wili -~ili 

*-bl;*-bllp 'bad; be bad' -~i; -~iipa -ipa -~i -~i 

*-blad-, (-blb-) 'sow' -~i~ -vyala -~yala -~e~a 

*-b1d 'come to boil' -~ila -~isa -~era 

*-bie 'hide' -~isa -fisa -~isa -~isa 

*-bod 'be rotten' -~ola -ala -ala -~oole -~ola 

*-bon 'see' -~ona -ana -ana -~ona 

reflex1 
~ 

0; wi_a; 
fl-\ 

0; wi_a; 
vi ia2 

-
~ 
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Proto-Bantu	 Sukuma Bondei Hehe Masaba Nande 
F21 G24 062 J31 J42 

B *-beng- 'hate'	 -ng'oha -~aga 

*-bomb- 'be soft' -~om~a -mbiha -~o~a 
-humba;

*-bumb- 'mould clay' -~urnba -urnba -wumba -~umba -~umba 

reflex	 ~ 0 w 0; h ~ 

The lenis reflexes are quite consistent and regular, with [p] in the north

eastern languages - Nande, Masaba and Sukuma- and 0 or w in the central 

eastern languages - Bondei and Hehe. However, it is not clear what 

environment conditions these latter two reflexes in the CE languages. [w] 

seems to appear primarily before [a], occasionally before [i] or [0]. Unlike the 

other northeastern languages, Masaba exhibits a split, as evidenced by the 

examples in part B that lack the expected initial [P]. The fact that all of the data 

have a -VNC- sequence suggests that this environment was associated with the 

loss of the initial consonant. This finding runs counter to Bachmann's claim 

(1989) that fortis reflexes are induced by particular environments, one of which 

was _VNC- (the other environments include occurrence before double or long 

vowels, before close vowels or after close *i). Deletion before _VNC- also 

occurred with the PB fortis stop, as can be observed in Table 2. Nevertheless, we 

still find a difference in other environments, for which no conditioning factors 

can be established, which support different consonantal sources. 

Table 2 Reflexes of a fortis *b in eastern Bantu
 
Proto


Sukuma Bondei Hehe Masaba Nande
Bantu F21 G24 062 J31 J42 

A *-band-/-bat- 'flat' -baapaala	 -(3alali 

*-bat- 'ascend' -pala	 -hetuka 

*-bud- 'break' -puula	 -hula 

-buduk- 'fly' -P414ka -puluka -pululukha 
-bum, '

o 

-pum-/-pam- 'hit & kill' -pama	 -~umira -pa -homa 

-butuk- 'run, rush' -pwelapwela -~undula 

•
I 

reflex p; bL\. p p ~ P h 
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Proto

Bantu 

Sukuma 
F21 

Bondei 
G24 

Hehe 
G62 

Masaba 
J31 

Nande 
J42 

B -bad-ik 'marry 
wife' 

2nd -palika -panya -alikha -halikanya 

'tie up' -onga -hanga 

'open up; -anzulukha -hunyulya 
blossom' 

reflex p	 o h 

As in the case with the reflexes of a lenis *'b, the reflexes of a fortis *b are 

consistent and regular. Most of the languages have experienced a streng

thening of the *b to [p]; however, Hehe has weakened to W], while Nande has 

weakened to [h]. Note that the roots for 'hit and kill' and 'marry a second wife' 

were, originally, most likely *-pum- and *-padik-, respectively. However, all the 

languages here have reflexes that fit with *b correspondences and not *p, 

suggesting a very early shift to [b] in this word. Guthrie, in fact, notes for both of 

these that the reflex in Sukuma does not fit his regular correspondences. For 

this reason I have placed it in the *b set of correspondences. 

In Masaba, once again, a phonemic split appears to have occurred, and 

again one of the reflexes is 0. One of the criteria conditioning the 0 reflex, as 

in the lenis series, was the -VNC- environment, although one example does 

not have this cluster. A second factor affecting the change may have been high 

tone, as all of these examples are reconstructed with this tone. A similar 

phenomenon can be observed in Nen A44, in which, I argue, high tone has 

played a role in phonemic split in the bilabials (Botne, in preparation). For 

example, in reflexes of lenis *'b, presence of a high tone precluded weakening 

of the *'b to [f], as illustrated by the examples in (1) to (3). 

1) a. *-bld- "boil up" > -fEn "boil (liquids)" 

b. *-'bld- "become cooked" > -bEn "boil (solids)" 

2)	 a. *-'bod- "become rotten" > -6n
 
' " '
 b. *-bon- "see > -bJI)
 

3) " b " ' fi"
a. *-bind- '0 struct > -fEnd£n "con 1ne 

b. *-beI)g- "hate" > -bany 

In contrast, initial fortis *b did not weaken, even if the root tone was low, as 

exemplified in (4). 
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4) a. *-ba(n)d- "split" > -band€: 

b. *-bat- "go up" > -bal 

In eastern Bantu, then, we find clear evidence of double reflexes. These 

contrasting reflexes are illustrated in Table 3, highlighting the difference 

between lenis and fortis. 

Table 3 Double reflexes of *b in some eastern Bantu languages 

Proto- 8ukuma Bondei Hehe Masaba Nande
 
Bantu F21 G24 G62 J31 J42
 

lenis *'b 0/w 0/w P and 0~ P
 

fortis *b p p pand0 h
P 

The data illustrate quite clearly that these eastern languages retain 

traces of originally distinct b's, differentiated above as lenis and fortis. In 

moving further south, we find that the southern languages exhibit the same 

kinds of contrasts in the reflexes of *b as noted for the eastern languages. 

Illustrative examples are presented in Tables 4 and 5. 

Table 4 Reflexes of a lenis *'b in southern Bantu 
Proto-
Bantu 

*-ba

*-bab-I 
*-bad

*-bad

r *-badl 

*-beng

*-blip-/-blb

*-bld

*-bid
i 

*-bod

~: 
*-bon

reflex
.0 

.. 
\. 

'be'
 

'singe'
 

'coun t'
 

'shine'
 

'two'
 

'hate'
 

'be bad'
 

'call out'
 

'come to a boil'
 

'be rotten'
 

'see' 

Ila Ngulu Karanga Venda Tsonga 
M63 P33 814 821 853 

-ba [-wa] -l3a -pa -(3a 

-babula -avula -papira -papela 

-bala -alaka -Perenga -pala 

-ara -palira [-phatima] 

-bi1i -e1i -Piri -Pili -pirhi 

-ina -Penga -penga -penga 

-bia -veha -Pi [-biha] 

-pidza ' -pita 

-bila -viluwa -~ira -pila -pilapila 

-bola -utca -Para -po~orha; 

[-bola] 

-bona -ona -Pana -~ona -pona 

b 0; vU ~ P P 
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Table 5 Reflexes of a fortis *b in southern Bantu 

Proto-
Ila Ngulu Karanga Venda Tsonga

Bantu 
M63 P33 814 821 853 

*-bab- 'be sour' [-papal -wawa [-paPal [-papa] -bava 

-bad-ik 'marry' -adika 

*-badok- 'burst open' -yalula -balika -balea -baleka 

*-band-;-bat- 'be flat' -watca -banda -phateka 

(-beb-) 'carryon back' -beba -bebula 

*-bedik- 'carryon back' -veliha -bereka 

(-bed-) 'bear fruit' -ezha -wera -bereka 

-buduk- 'fly' -uluka -bururuka -phuruka 

reflex 0 w; vU? b b b/ph 

As with the eastern languages, there is a general distinction between the 

two sets of reflexes of *'b and *b. The apparent reflex of a lenis *'b occuring in 

-fJafJa "sour" in both Karanga and Venda suggests that some weakening of the 

fortis reflexes has occurred in these languages. In the case of -papa "sour" in 

Ha, however, we find a reflex suggesting an original lenis *'p, rather than the 

expected fortis *b. This same discrepancy arises in the case of -bac

"separate", as well. In fact, in Karanga we find both -banzura and -pasura . 

Guthrie (1971) reconstructs *-pac-, which does seem to be the appropriate 

etymon for certain reflexes in Karanga, Venda and Tsonga (see Table 9 

Reflexes of a lenis *'p), though not for those listed above for Ngulu and 

Karanga. In perusing Guthrie's common Bantu forms, we also find a small 

number of reconstructions which alternate between initial *b and *p, for 

example, *-pic-/-bic- "hide" and *-pand-/band- "split". This unexpected 

alternation -lenis *'p with fortis *b - seems to suggest, at least for southern 

Bantu, a period in which the phonological status of these sounds was shifting. 

A plausible scenario able to account for this variation can be found in the 

kinds of shifts that must have occurred. In Botne (in preparation) I have 

argued for glottalic and non-glottalic bilabials as the primary division, rather 

than lenis and fortis, which are secondary characteristics derived from the 

different nature of voiced and voiceless glottalic stops. Thus, glottalic 

(ejective) *p' is fortis compared to non-glottalic *p, but glottalic (implosive) *6 
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is lenis compared to non-glottalic *b. For most eastern and southern 

languages the reflex of glottalic Oenis) *5 is [~]. If, indeed, there existed a 

four-way contrast in PB bilabial occlusives, a shift of *5 to ~ (and glottalic *p' to 

[ph]) would have left three stops: ph, p, b. This view of the overall phonological 

shift can be pictured as in (5) below. 

5) Proto-Bantu Southern Bantu 

-vox +vox 

+glott > ~ 

-glatt I:' I: I 
+vox 

bp 

-vox 

+asp I -asp 

The loss of the glottalic feature and shift of *5 to [~] would leave a continuum of 

stops differentiated on the basis of voicing and aspiration. This situation 

would be conducive to some irregular shifting of sounds, especially between 

the non-aspirated [p] and [b], the original non-glottalic sounds Oenis and 

fortis, respectively). This kind of irregular variation may account for the 

seemingly aberrant behavior in the correspondences above. 

The alternation between [b] and [ph] observed under fortis *b in Tsonga 

does not reflect the same alternation between reflexes of a lenis *'p and a fortis 

*b, but rather an inexplicable (at this time) split in reflexes of fortis *b. 

The different reflexes of Guthrie's *b for the southern languages are 

listed in Table 6, where the contrasts, apparently unconditioned, must reflect 

originally different source elements. 

Table 6 Double efiexes of *b in southern Bantu 

Proto-Bantu l1a Ngulu Karanga Venda Tsonga 
M63 P33 814 821 853 

lenis *'b 0/v ~ ~ ~ 
fortis *b w b b b/phl~ 



Reflexes of voiceless bilabials 
The voiceless bilabials, like the voiced, can be grouped into t"vo distinct 

sets of reflexes. However, in some languages there is clear evidence of a 

phonemic split having occurred, although it is not clear exactly what the 

conditioning factors of the split were. As with the case of Nen (A44) 

mentioned above, tone may have played a role in conditioning the splits in *p 

in some of the eastern and southern languages. The data in these languages, 

however, are inconclusive. The three parts of Table 7 list correspondence sets 

in eastern Bantu languages that appear to have derived from the same PE 

lenis stop *'p. 
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Table 7 Reflexes of a lenis * 'p in, eastern Bantu 

"P~GtG- Sukuma Bondei Hehe IVlasaba Nande 

- -~~~~;-",,-
-.:: ~ "'7> .. ", .. - -.. , .......

A *-pa 'give' -pera -ha -ha 

*-pad 'scrape' -pala -fialafiala -pala -hala -hala 

*-pak 'rub' -fiaka -paka -hakha -hakahaka 

*-pl 'be burnt' -pjaf-hia -fiya -pya -sya -hya 

-plm 'measure' -pjima -fiima 

*-pod 'cool down' -pola -hosa -holokya 

-pokid 'take, receive' -pokeela -fiokela [-fukila] 

-pond 'pound' -panda -fionda 

reflex P fi P h· sf_ia h, 

B 
, 

'winnow' -heheela-pep -hehya 

-pet 'fold, bend' -heta -fieta 

*-plnd 'fold, bend' -hinda -fiinda -bibinda 

*-plndud 'turn over' -hindula -fiitula 

*-pod 'get well' -hola -fio(n)a -hona 

*-pud
'strip off 

-hulula -fiulula -hulula -hulula 
(leaves, etc.)' 

(-puum-) 'howl' -hijijma -burna 

*-P44P 'blow' -hijijyemba -~ouha 

reflex h fi b h h 
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Proto- Sukuma Bondei Hehe Masaba Nande 
Bantu F21 G24 G62 J31 J42 

C -pet- 'winnow' -beeta -fieta	 -beta: -~isa -hehetya 
-peta 

*-ph- 'pass, go -~ita -fiitila -bita -~ira -hita 
ahead' 

*-pot- 'twist' -~ota -fiotola -bota -~orola 

reflex	 ~; bLV:t fi b ~ h 

In Sukuma, Hehe and Masaba PB lenis *'p has split, in Sukuma 

apparently in three ways. The data (sets B and C) suggest an original 

weakening of the lenis *'p in these languages to a voiced segment ([b] or [PD 

with subsequent weakening to [h] of some items (set B) in Sukwna and Masaba. 

There is no obvious conditioning environment for this differential effect in 

weakening. Note, however, that in Sukuma those lenis *'p's that did not 

weaken (set A) are followed by one of three vowels: i [i], 0 [J], a [a]. In the 

weakened cases the vowel is i [e], e [E], u [0], or q [u] (although there are two 

apparent exceptions with 0 [J]). While these sets do not constitute traditional 

natural classes, it is of interest to note that the [i], [J] and [a] represent 

extremes in vowel position in height and backness as captured in Catford's 

(1977:185) polar coordinate vowel diagram, slightly modified in (6). 

6) palatal 

close	 u fronted velar'"'-----.. ......."
 

'/-'" " 

/ 
, -""- o velar 

half-close e I	 /' 
\. 

~-------+-~ /'-'/
i /1 J \ uvular 
! / /half-open E
 

i ·'<X.
/ ',
I ,
! . . . 

; // 
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Thus, q [u] in Sukuma, for example, behaves not as high vowel comparable to 

[i], as one might expect, but as a 'mid' vowel along the backness continuum. 

Thus, we find weakening of *'p, as in -hq,l{yemb- "blow" < *-Pl.ll.lP- "blow". 

The extreme vowels, j, 0, a [i, J, a], then, seem to have played a role in 

precluding weakening of lenis *'p in Sukuma and Hehe. 

The voiced bilabial reflex further weakened to [h] in Sukuma and 

Masaba, but remained [b] in Hehe. High tone seems to have played a role in 

precluding weakening to [h], but apparently only when the final root 

consonant was [t] (see section C of Table 7 above). 

Reflexes of a fortis *p are listed in Table 8. Although there 8.re three 

correspondence sets listed, the data do not always fall into such neat divisions. 

Nsvertheless, comparison of these reflexes with those in Table 5 above clearly 

reflect a different pattern of behavior for these reflexes from the behavior noted 

for lenis *'p in Table 5. 

Table 8 Reflexes of a fortis *p in eastern Bantu 

Proto- Sukuma Bondei Hehe Masaba Nande 
Bantu F21 G24 062 J31 J42 

-asaaka;
A *-pac- 'separate' -fiakia -pasula 

*-pad- 'split' -pandula -badula -ara -parapara 
-parnbalima;

*-papat- 'grope' -baa~aasya -fianasa -apaapa -bambalima 
-pepya;

*-peep- 'blow' -hula -bepya 

*-plagid- 'sweep' -piagula -flagia -eya -~irya 

-pod- 'become quiet' [-hola] -posa 

reflex p; biT VC; fi b 0 p-b 
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Proto- Sukuma Bondei Hehe Masaba Nande 
Bantu F'21 G24 GB2 J31 J42 

B	 *-pimgud- 'separate' -pagula -pag(ul)a 

*-P:1P- 'flap wings' -babama -papaw [-papala] -papalya 

*-pat- 'hold, catch' -bada -pat~l -bata 

(-peed-) 'belch' -biizuka -behula peezakala 

*-PIP- 'suck' -bipa 

(-pok4d-) 'be blind' -bokljla -bofula -pofu 

(-P4t-) 'pull out, pluck' -pucha -fura 

*-(yj)pik- 'cook' -biisya	 -pisa 

reflex	 b p b p; f/'4 piP 

The reflexes of fortis *p in eastern Bantu present a picture similar to that 

observed in the lenis; there are splits in most of the languages. Thus, for 

example, while Hehe consistently manifests [b], Sukuma exhibits both [p] and 

[b], Bondei [p] and [fi], and Masaba [~] and 0. In Sukuma, it appears that 

fortis *p became [b] when it preceded a voiceless consonant (Dahl's Law?), 

clearly evident in part B, though lenis *'p did not. However, in Bondei and 

Masaba, which have patterns of variation identical to those of Sukuma, the 

environment preceding a voiceless consonant does not appear to have been the 

relevant factor (compare data in parts A and B).What seems clear from the 

observed correspondences in Tables 7 and 8 is that they, indeed, fall into two 

groups: 

.fuJ.k Bon ~ Mas N <l n 

I	 A p fi p h h
 

B h fi b h h
 

C b fi b ~ h
 

II	 A p fi b 0 P
 
B b p b 13 p
 

The first set (1) evolved from an orif:,Jinal Ienis ~"p, the second (II) from an 

original fortis *p. Thus, Bachmann's claim that sound correspondences for 

Guthrie's *p are regular and except,ionless outside of the northwestern Bantu 
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zone - meaning that there are conditioned reflexes of only one PB *p - is not 

accurate. There are clear traces of an original dichotomy in eastern Bantu, 

summarized in Table 9. 

Table 9 Double reflexes of *p in eastern Bantu 

Proto-Bantu	 8ukuma Bondei Hehe Masaba Nande 
F21 0024 062 J31 J42 

lenis *'p fi plb hiP h 
fortis *p fi/p b 0/P p 

Traces of two distinct PB *p's can also be found in southern Bantu. 

Tables 10 and 11 provide sound correspondences for five southern languages, 

which provide evidence of double reflexes in the this region. 

Table 10 Reflexes of a lenis .* 'p in southern Bantu 

Proto- l1a Ngulu Karanga Venda Tsonga 
Bantu M63 P33 814 821 853 

*-pa- 'give' -pa -vaha -pa -<I>a -ha 

*-pac- 'separate' -pazura -<panza -handzula 

*-pad- 'scrape' -pala -vala -parira -<f>ala -hala 

*-paJdk- 'hang up' -pangika -<f>ahea -hanyeka 

*-pe- 'be burnt' -pia -viha -pisa -hisa 

*-ped- 'peter out' -veUha -pera -q,ela -hela 
-q,e<I>era;

-pep-I-pet- 'winnow' -pepa -vera -pepera [-pea] [-peperha] 

-pet- 'fold, bend' -eta -peta [-peta] -herheka 

'pass'*-ph- -ita -vira -pinda -<f>ira 

*-pod- 'cool down' -voliha -pora -<I>ola -hola 

-pod-I-pon- 'be well' -pona -pora -horisa 

*-pud- 'strip off -pulula -purura -bvula 
leaves' 

reflex	 p; 0/TVt v p <f>; bvITu h 
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Table 11 Reflexes of a fortis *p in southern Bantu 

Proto- Ila Ngulu Karanga Venda Tsonga 
Bantu M63 P33 814 821 S53 

*-pand- 'split' -anda -phala [-<jJandula] -panda 

*-pam- 'hit and kill' -uma -homa -bamura -pamudza -pyemula, ' 
-pum

*-pap- 'flap wings' [-vava] -babamira [-babamela] -papama 

*-papat- 'grope' -ampasha [-apareyal -bamadzira 

*-pat- 'hold' -phara -bala -pata 
,

-plm- 'measure' -phima -pima -pima 

(-pok4d-) 'be blind' -ofwala [-pofumara1 -pofula 
, 

-pon- 'escape' -hona -ponya -pona 

-pung- 'blow' -unga [-hunga] 

*-Yl-pik- 'cook' -ika -phuka -bika [-bika] 

*-Yl-pud- 'take pot off -yula -hulusha -bura -phula 
fire' 

ph; hev 
reflex 0 b p p; phil _[Hd] 

These data clearly illustrate a contrast in reflexes of PB *p in southern 

Bantu languages. Irregularities in correpondences can be accounted for in 

two ways. First, some of the forms would appear to be borrowings, and not 

true cognates. For example, -bika "cook" in Venda, where we would expect 

-pika, and -peperha "winnow" in Tsonga, probably came from neighboring 

Karanga (or another neighboring language with the same form as that in 

Karanga). However, the irregular -pandula "split" in Venda, and -ita "pass" 

and -eta "fold" in lla, are probably not attributable to borrowing, but to 

weakening of the fortis reflex. 

The evidence from these eastern and southern languages, then, supports 

reconstruction of two voiceless bilabial proto-consonants, labeled here as lenis 

and fortis, and demonstrates that this distinction did, in fact, appear in these 

languages. Tables 12 summarizes the different reflexes noted in this section. 
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Table 12 Reflexes of PB bilabials in eastern and southern Bantu 

*' *'b *b
 

Sukuma F21 p/h/P p/b 0 p
 

Bondei 024 fi flip 0/\v p
 

Hehe 062 plb b 0/w ~
 

Masaba J31 h!~ 0/~ ~ & 0 p&0
 

~anQe )42
 h p/~ P h 

Ila M63 p 0 b 0
 
Ngulu P33 0/v w/v v ph
 

Karanga S14 p b ~3 b
 

Venda S21 b
<I> P f3
 
Tsonga S53 h b/ph
P ~ 

Velar Reflexes 

Double reflexes of Proto-Bantu stop consonants are not limited to tIle 

bilabials. They occur also in the velar and alveolar stops. However, the 

number of languages in which double reflexes other than bilabials are extant 

appear to be few in number. Only one of the eastern Bantu languages and 

three of the southern languages exhibit double velar reflexes, and these only 

with the voiceless *k. Tables 13 and 14 provide examples of lenis and fortis 

reflexes of *k in these four languages. 

Table 13 Reflexes of a lenis .-r:'!? 
Eastern Southern 

Proto I\.fasaba I(aranga Venda Tsonga 
Bantu J31 S14 821 853 

*ku- cl. 15 khu- hLl- (ku-] ku

*-kllin- 'milk' -khama -Karna -harna -kama 

*-kaan- 'deny? [ -kaanai -harna -kaneta 

-lciding- 'fry' -khalaI1:.:a -kan~a -hadzinga -katinga 

*-kocud- 'cough' -kholo!a -kosora -hotola [-khohola] 

-kok- 'pull' -kh\vesa -k.aka!~1 -hoha -koka 

*-kud- ';gravy up' ktlu1a -~L~:'J -hula -kola 

*-klldu 'big' -Kuru -hulu -kulu 

1.,r~reflex l'\ 
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Table 14 Reflexes of a fortis *h 
Eastern	 Southern 

Masaba Karanga	 Venda TsongaProto
J31 814	 821 853Bantu 

*-kect- 'filter, strain' -keta 

'gnaw
, -gegeda -kukuna [-kungunuta] 

-k~kit-I 
-kukut

-kodum- 'growl, -kuula -guduma 
rumble' 

-kok- 'pull' -koka -kokodza [-koka] 

'lick food' -komba 

-khorama 

*-komb

*-kotam- 'bent wInge' -kotakota [-kotama] -kotama 

-khwayiwa*-kud- 'scrape off -kulula [-kokora] -kokota 

'remember' [-humbula] -khumbula*-kUmbuk

'hold in arms'	 -~Jumbata -kupatedza -khoma*-kUrnbat

(-kad-i- ) 'put on the -gadza [-gadza]
 

fire'
 

(-kuat-) 'scratch'	 -gwarakwata -kweta 

'live, dwell'	 -gara 

-guta -fum -khorwisa 
*-(Yl)-kad

*-(Yl)-kut- 'satisfy -kura 
w/food' 

reflex	 k \j k kh 

The lenis/fortis differences are readily discernible in these languages. 

Table 15 provides a comparative summary of the two reflexes of *k for each of 

the languages. 

Table 15 Reflexes of * 'k and *h - summary 

Proto-Bantu "k's	 Masaba Karan\ja Venda Tsonga
 
131 S14 521 553
 

k h k 

k kh 

lenis *1< 

fonis *k ~ 9 
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Alveolar reflexes 

Only one of the languages investigated - Venda - exhibits double 

reflexes of the alveolar stop *t; none of the languages manifested double 

reflexes of *d. Nevertheless, the reflexes of *t in Venda are suggestive of 

original differences in the Proto consonants. Fortis *t appears to have 

remained unchanged, while lenis *'t weakened to [1']. 

Table 16 Reflexes of a lenis *'t 

Proto-Bantu Venda 
""t 521 

"'-uitu 'three' -raru 

-tandatu 'six' -randaru 

"'-tum 'send' -ruma 

reflex 

Proto-Bantu 
"'t 

Venda 
521 

*-ulklln

-ulmb

*-lt~tem-

'chew 

'play, dance' 

'shake' 

-tafuna 

-tamba 

-tetemela 

reflex 

Conclusion 

The data presented here indicate that eastern and southern Bantu 

languages, like the northwestern languages, also exhibit double reflexes of 

Proto-Bantu *b and *p, and in several languages in *k and *t as well. Of 

significance here is that fortis reflexes, contrary to the hypothesis put forth by 

Bachmann (1989), do not appear only in his postulated fortis-inducing 

environments, before -VNC-, before close vowel, or before long or double vowel. 

In a language such as Nande J42, for example, the fortis reflex of *b is [h] (as 

in hetuka 'ascend' < *-bat- and -hula 'break' < *-bud-), while the lenis reflex is 

[~] (as in -f30la 'become rotten' < *-bod-). And in reflexes of *p, we observed 

-parapara 'split' < *-pad-, but -hala 'scrape' < *-pad-. The difference in 

reflexes here cannot be attributable to any of the proposed fortis-inducing 

environments. Consequently, we must conclude that while certain 

environments may have resulted in fortis reflexes in some instances, they are 

not responsible for all occurrences of fortis reflexes. Hence, these eastern and 

southern languages exhibit double reflexes. 

If there are double reflexes in these languages, then any claim that 

northwestern languages can be separated from the eastern and southern on 

the basis of double reflexes is untenable. 



L"'-"VJJL£ .fi£J'.L.£...-'I.£4:) 11'1 Dr\lV 1 U 14' 

NOTES 

1 Reflexes indicate the modern sounds; the conditions given in some 

languages indicate historical phonological changes that have occurred. 

2 I have taken these data from Spiss 1900, in which 0 and w appear as the 

reflexes of *b. Guthrie 1967-71 gives the reflexes as wand v, respectively. 

These may simply represent dialectal differences. 
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